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Abstract— Currently, most of the automated Traffic Engineering (TE) techniques with BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) rely
on selfish routing approaches. The limitation of a selfish routing
scheme is that it is unable to anticipate the performance effect
on downstream domains due to uncoordinated routing decisions.
This paper is concerned with Inter-domain Quality of Service
Routing (QoSR) issues. It presents and discusses an approach
for coordinated Inter-domain QoSR decisions to protect domains
against SLS (Service Level Specification) violations and undesired
effects on downstream domains.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays the Internet is largely operated by commercial
providers. Part of inter-domain traffic exchanges are governed
by SLSs (Service Level Specification) negotiated between
providers and customers. Customers claim for robust SLSs
to satisfy their traffic QoS (Quality of Service) demands. An
emergent approach to facilitate the provision of robust SLSs
and to protect traffic aggregates against QoS degradations or
even to optimize internal domain’s metrics (e.g. cost) is to develop intelligent TE (Traffic Engineering) mechanisms coupled
with BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) [1]. This mechanisms
can be located at specialized Overlay Entities (OEs) in the
managing of inter-domain traffic exchanges [2]. To achieve
this goal and to influence the BGP route selection process,
the OEs must be able to tweak the BGP attributes of routes
on-the-fly.
The benefits of OE based approaches operating on short
timescales, are evident and so they are also being developed
as commercial products [3][4]. However, these approaches
have been designed as selfish routing schemes and are only
able to support outbound traffic control. While they allow a
domain to select the most cost-effective routes (or providers)
by tweaking their local-preferences BGP attributes, the routes
are greedily selected. This means that the routing mechanisms
are unable to anticipate the performance impact of their
choices on downstream domains. Hence, network overload
episodes or resources policy conflicts can occur. In addition
routing instabilities can frequently be experienced, which can

have global impact, and thus, large parts of the Internet
routing infrastructure can be overloaded [6]. Furthermore, the
available techniques to downstream domains that can provide
support on inbound traffic control are limited to BGP inband techniques (e.g. BGP multi-exit discriminator attributes
tweaking). Despite this possibility, these mechanisms require
external BGP updates and support from upstream domains,
and above all, they operate on a large timescale of several
minutes. Moreover, some studies have documented problems
arising in the use of these mechanisms [7].
To address the above issues, this paper presents an outof-band cooperative approach to operate on a very short
timescale, able to support coordinated inter-domain QoSR
routing decisions. The out-band approach is well-suited to
provide predictability in inter-domain traffic exchanges to
avoid performance degradations and routing instabilities.
Remaining sections are organized as follows. In Sect. II, a
brief analysis of the related work is given. Then, in Sect. III,
we introduce and describe our cooperative approach, including
the basic concepts and a proposal of a step-by-step coordination mechanism. In Sect. IV, we present and discuss some
implementation considerations. Finally, we conclude the paper
in Sect. V and discuss some directions for future (already
ongoing) work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
In previous work concerning intelligent routing schemes
willing to control inter-domain traffic transferences, two sets of
TE mechanisms coupled with BGP have been proposed. The
first set includes proposals of on-line and off-line techniques
for BGP route optimization. Among these proposals only few
papers deal with the design of algorithms for multi-objective
(i.e. performance and cost) route optimization [8][9]. The second set of mechanisms were designed to meet another central
TE issue that is the attainment of smooth traffic distributions
on egress links. In [10] this problem is addressed by using
an evolutionary TE algorithm. One important aspect common
to the cited works is that the proposed mechanisms operate

on relatively large timescales of a few minutes to reduce the
risk of requiring to tweak a large number of BGP routes
and to avoid the corresponding BGP updates storms. This
means that these techniques are not able to handle real-time
metrics (e.g. in order of magnitude of the Round-Trip Time).
In parallel to scientific work, commercial products also started
to appear. These products are globally known as smart (or
optimized) edge routing and they operate on short timescales
[4][5]. In general commercial solutions try to select the most
cost-effective routes or providers. In contrast with previous
tools, their internal details are unknown. For instance, the
effective performance improvements and the impact on BGP
performance is not clear. Another important common aspect
is that these techniques behave as selfish routing schemes.
Our work differs from the above described techniques in the
following aspects 1) we are proposing a cooperative approach
as part of (but not limited to) an overall solution to address
inter-domain QoSR issues; 2) our approach is able to handle
SLS violations, automatically reconfiguring the BGP routers
parameters; 3) our approach takes into account the preferences
of the downstream domains regarding to the admission of new
traffic.
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Illustration of the Proposed Approach

III. C OOPERATIVE A PPROACH
As stated previously our inter-domain QoSR framework
is based on the distributed OEs and BGP approach. A key
idea is that the peering OEs belonging to remote domains,
cooperate in a reflective (mirroring) manner. This cooperative
mirroring scheme allows the OEs sharing QoS measurement
data to dynamically manage its outgoing and incoming traffic
among the available paths to the target domain. Although,
this cooperative approach allows incremental developments,
because it does not require cooperation with intermediate
domains and most of the introduced complexity is located in
the edge domains. The main shortcoming of this approach is
its inability to anticipate the impact of a new traffic patterns
in intermediate domains. To address this issue, we present in
this section an extension of this cooperative approach able to
perform coordinated routing decisions.
A. Basic Concepts
Our cooperative approach for coordinated routing decisions
is conceptually simple. Figure 1 outlines the approach. Once
an ingress domain’s OE (e.g. the OE1 ) detects a SLS violation (or an imminent SLS violation), it obtains the available
alternative QoS paths to the egress domain constrained to
QoS demands of the traffic aggregate affected. Consequent
on, from the OEs members of each alternate path, it gathers
their domain routing preferences regarding to the admission of
this traffic aggregate. After an ingress OE obtains these values,
it aggregates them using a given aggregation function. Then,
the OE’s path selection process selects among the alternate
paths the social optimum path (i.e. the most favorable path to
all member domains, including the ingress domain). Finally,
the ingress OE sets up the selected path. This process is
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Model of the Coordination Mechanism Problem

continuously repeated, step-by-step, for each traffic aggregate
affected.
We have supported our approach by using a step-by-step
pathway mechanism for coordinated routing decisions. In the
context of this paper, this mechanism is understood as a
routing mechanism part of our overlay layer, which solves
the problem of finding a social optimum path. There are
some basic concepts concerning the overall design of our
mechanism. Figure 2 outlines a useful model to give a help
on the mechanism’s understanding.
Domain Routing Preferences: A fundamental rationale is
that the OEs members of each path within the set of alternative
paths A, report their domain routing preferences. A domain
routing preference is similar to a cost pk . It reflects the effort
(or preference) on the admission of a new traffic aggregate
from a domain’s perspective. With the introduction of this
concept we supply a means to intermediate domains and the
egress domain to control incoming traffic by creating preferred
routes and influencing the path selection process (and therefore
the performed traffic changes) at the ingress domains.
Coordination Metric: We introduce the concept of coordination metric to enable routing domains to express their routing preferences. The coordination metric values are computed
by a function M (). Thus, a given preference is computed as
pk = M (vk ), where vk represents a given vector of internal

information of the intermediate domain k being mapped into
the cost pk . For example, a given implementation of the
coordination mechanism could use a M () function which
combines a vector vk of policy flags, traffic costs and IGP
(Interior Gateway Protocol) QoS path costs. Further more, the
coordination metric is an essential mechanism to handle the
business constraints on the disclosure of internal information
(e.g. internal configurations or policy details). Thus, it is
required the use of functions M (), which the problem of
finding its inverse M ()−1 , is computationally unfeasible.
Preference Aggregation and Feasible Outputs: At an
ingress domain, an OE considers that the gathering operation
of the domains’ routing preferences along a certain path is
well-suceeded, when every preference from all path’s domains
members are gathered. The result of all well-suceeded gathering operations is a subset of alternate paths R ⊂ A. Consecutively, all collected preferences Pm = (p1 , ..., pk , ..., pn ),
where pk for k = 1, ..., n − 1 are the intermediate domains
routing preferences and pn is the egress domain routing
preference, are aggregated using an aggregation function f ().
In case of additive routing preferences, the ζm value of a
path, defined as ζm = f (Pm ), is equal to the sum of the
corresponding routing preference values along that path. For
nonadditive routing preferences, the ζm value of a path can
be the minimum (or maximum) routing preference along that
path. In our model, the subset R (and the associated ζm values
and end-to-end QoS metric measures) is the set of feasible
outputs of the coordination mechanism.
Optimization Problem: The definition of the objectives
on the traffic exchanged between the ingress domain and
downstream domains has a direct impact on the path selection. Given a set of feasible outputs R of the coordination
mechanism, an output Rm (i.e. a path) which its associated
ζm and end-to-end QoS metric measures values are the best
at same time is required. On the one hand, optimizing both
objectives can lead to a conflict situation. However, optimizing
these objectives as a single combined objective is not useful
for our purposes. Recall that our goal is to select the best path
constrained to QoS traffic demands, which at same time it
takes into account the preferences of the downstream domains
regarding to the admission of new traffic. A computational
efficient optimization algorithm should be integrated into the
coordination mechanism to solve this problem.
B. Interactions between Overlay Entities
Rather than assuming an identical arrangement of the routing domains independently of the existing inter-relationships
(like BGP does), with our out-band approach it is possible
to adopt a different strategy to increase the stability and
scalability of our inter-domain QoSR model. We propose twolevels of interactions between the OEs. In the first level OEs
perform coordinated path changes to reallocate the traffic
aggregates affected by QoS degradations to an alternative path.
In contrast, the second level the OEs perform coordinated link
changes to reallocate these traffic aggregates to a different link
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Overlay Entities Recovering a QoS affected Path

shared by a pair of domains. Figure 3 illustrates an example
of these interactions.
The clustering for the first level interactions between OEs is
obtained by the identifications of domains, which have previous agreements to perform coordinated path change decisions.
One the other hand, the clustering for the second level interactions between OEs is obtained by the identifications of pairs
of dense domains, which have previous agreements to perform
coordinated link change decisions. This last arrangement is
motivated by recent tomography studies showing that transit
domains are even more dense, and that these domains normally
share multiple links [11].
When coupling both levels of interactions, instead of an
OE immediately changing an affected traffic aggregate to an
alternate path, it explicitly spawns a QoS degradation warning
message on the current path asking the pairs of OEs with
second level relations to seek for alternative links, which are
able to improve the current offered QoS. In short, this feature
has the advantage of keeping the current path in the case
of a successful recovery operation pre-required, avoiding thus
unnecessary path shifts and the corresponding BGP updates.
This process is supported by the BGP path concept to be
agnostic of any detail about domain interconnections.
C. Coordinated Link Changes
The replacement of current links carrying traffic aggregates
affected by QoS degradations, in the coordinated link change
case, the ingress domain’s OE gathers the alternative routing
options, and infers their corresponding link interfaces. The
gathering and aggregation of link preferences is done by a
similar process as in the path change case. Since, as depicted
in Fig. 4, among the options, one which implies the use of a
different egress point in the egress domain, could be selected
as a solution. In the worst case scenario, this could result
in the congestion of its downstream domains, and even on
a subsequent cascade of coordinated link decisions processes
before convergence. To avoid these effects and also to alleviate
BGP, the egress domains OE should influence the decision
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process of its peer to not select those links. This could be
done by artificially increasing the coordination metric values.
However, a more efficient but also restricted solution (similar
to the use of a drain plug) is to apply an additional condition
to the alternative links set. This could be done by filtering this
set to obtain a Null Effect Route Subset (NERS) composed
only by routes which keep the current egress point. Only the
NERS routing preferences are reported.
D. Mechanism Proposal for Coordinated Routing Decisions
Figure 5 shows the algorithm of the mechanism for coordinated routing decisions. The proposed mechanism was
designed as a step-by-step pathway toward the replacement
of routes exhibiting QoS performance degradations. The modularity and independency of internal details about coordination
metric computations, aggregation functions, traffic objectives,
and optimization algorithms to select the social optimum path
and finally signalling, which are part of our mechanism, were
considered as fundamental requirements. Therefore, it has
main focus on the flow of OEs functions execution and on
interactions between OEs, and themselves and BGP routers.
Once the ingress domain’s OE detects an SLS violation event,
according to our model, a new routing cycle starts. After being
computed and established a social optimum path this cycle is
finished. Because, it could be reasonable to admit that none
social optimum path can be determinate. The mechanism assumes that OEs can perform a standard greedy route selection
as last chance to improve the path’s QoS.
For sake of simplicity, intentionally it was assumed implicitly that every participant OE in the coordinated routing
decision process is honest when reports its routing preferences.
However, typically domains are being managed by commercial
organizations with their own optimization goals, which can
lead them to a bad end, and thus to lie about the reported routing preferences. One possible way to minimize this problem is
to extend the coordination mechanism to provide an incentive
solution, including the corresponding rewards computation and
distribution, that encourage each OE’s domain to give truthful
routing preference reports.
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IV. I MPLEMENTATION C ONSIDERATIONS
In this section, we describe the OE functions needed to
support the deployment of the proposed cooperative approach.
QoS Measurements and SLS Violation Detection: A
subjacent assumption is that the remote OEs exchange SLSs
and agree upon certain QoS parameters. Since evaluating
traffic volumes with accuracy is difficult and also due to the
fact that IP is non-QoS aware by default, SLSs violations
can occur. To support path performance evaluation and SLS
violation detection, we adopt a strategy based on active endto-end QoS measurements to derive the QoS parameters. The
OEs incorporate efficient measurement methods following the
recommendations of recent standardization efforts [12][13].
Gathering of alternative paths set: A fundamental requirement to deploy our out-band approach is that OEs must
have administrative control over BGP speakers and thus full
access to the Routing Information Base (RIB), namely to the
Adj-RIBs-In and the Loc-RIB databases [1]. The gathering
of alternative paths able to accommodate a traffic aggregate
affected by a strong QoS degradation is an essential function.
These paths and the corresponding next-hops are retrieved
from the ingress domains Adj-RIBs-In, depending on the QoS
measurements history.
Selected Path Set-up: The final step of the proposed
mechanism is to set-up the selected path. This can easily be
done by installing the route into the BGP Loc-RIB. Rather
than this, our proposal is to enable OEs to modify the IP
forwarding tables directly. This enables to create a soft state
routing allowing OEs to rollback routing decisions and to
avoid overload BGP during instability episodes. The new
routes are inserted into the BGP Loc-RIB only when they
are considered as stable. In the case of transit domains the
advertisement to the upstream OEs that the path is at a soft
state, can be demanded.
Signalling: Communication between OEs is asynchronous
and over a limited network bandwidth. A signalling protocol is
required. This must include requests, replies and acknowledgments for gathering of domain routing preferences, QoS data
sharing or other actions. Messages are sent to individual OEs
or to groups of OEs. In addition, recent recommendations in
the proposal of an IP signalling protocol with QoS signalling,
should take into account in the deployments [14]. When the
coordination mechanism is being provided with an incentive
solution, this signalling might be regarded as an useful means
for rewards distribution to downstream domains.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we have proposed an out-band cooperative
approach for coordinated inter-domain QoS routing decisions. We believe this kind of approach is the way to allow
predictable inter-domain traffic exchanges between domains
and to support robust SLSs in the Internet environment. As
discussed in the paper, two main set of open issues are still
part of our research agenda. First, it would be desirable to
design of a novel coordination metric, and efficient traffic
optimization algorithms to find social optimums. Additionally,

to encourage OEs to deliver truthful routing preferences an
incentive solution is need. Secondly, to ensure scalability, it
is essential to build hierarchical OEs organizations and to
define their relations in order to design a signalling protocol
for OEs data sharing and actions’ requests and acknowledges.
Currently, we are implementing the described cooperative approach in a simulation environment based on J-Sim simulator
and Infonet BGP suite [15][16]. We have planned extensive
simulations contrasting its behaviour with current in-band BGP
mechanisms. The results collected will enable the evaluation
of the strengths and limitations of the contributions and will
lead to refinements.
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